NEWS RELEASE
CHARGE ANYWHERE CERTIFIES ELO PAYPOINT TO DELIVER SIMPLICITY AND
PERFORMANCE AT THE CHECKOUT
Streamlined solution combines Elo’s sleek all-in-one PayPoint with Charge Anywhere’s QuickSale
cloud-based retail management system
MILPITAS, Calif. — October 23, 2017 — Elo, a leading global supplier of POS touchscreen solutions, today
announced that Charge Anywhere®, an award-winning financial technology and EMV payment solutions
provider, has certified the newly upgraded Elo PayPoint® for Android™ platform for use with its QuickSale cloudbased POS software platform. This joint solution enables a comprehensive retail management platform touting
the uniquely elegant style PayPoint is known for. With a customer-engaging flip-for-signature touchscreen and
fully integrated peripherals, including a barcode scanner, printer, MSR and cash drawer and customer-facing
display, PayPoint meets a merchant’s every need at the checkout. Available today, Cash Register POS and
PayPoint provide a seamless solution for merchants of all types including retail stores, supermarkets,
concession stands and mobile pop-up shops.
“Charge Anywhere is excited to partner with Elo to deliver QuickSale POS, a high quality cash register point of
sale software and hardware solution for retail, service and delivery merchants. Quick Sale POS is available in
the US, Caribbean and Latin America and supports English and Spanish languages. The QuickSale POS
product is feature-rich cash register POS solution that manages inventory, products and payments with the
benefit of enabling businesses to manage their POS systems from our cloud platform on proven Elo cash
register hardware that has a 3 year warranty” commented Paul Sabella, CEO of Charge Anywhere.

Powered by Android 7.1 (Nougat), the upgraded PayPoint for Android solution offering the same sleek design
now delivers four times the speed with the Qualcomm® Snapdragon™ octa-core processor, 3 GB of RAM and 32
GB of storage. Coupled with Charge Anywhere POS software, merchants benefit from a highly secure design
and versatile sales-reporting capability, enabling efficiency and security at the checkout and in business
operations.
“Merchants continue to seek out the flexibility and simplicity of Android-based POS solutions like Charge
Anywhere’s QuickSale platform,” said Dave Murphy, director of software alliances and developer relations at
Elo. “Coupled with Elo’s refreshed PayPoint solution, we’re delivering style with more power and connectivity to

run business better.”
Charge Anywhere’s Cash Register POS platform is designed to give retail and services oriented businesses a
competitive advantage with powerful features at a low price. Manage employees, products, prices, promotions,
customers and more combined with inventory management. QuickSale will handle PIN Key injections, EMV
contact and contactless credit and debit card payments with point to point encryption (P2PE), leveraging our PA
DSS and PCI DSS Level 1 validations which can save merchants thousands of dollars a year in PCI compliance
costs.
All of Elo’s Android-powered touchscreen solutions, including the PayPoint model certified by Charge Anywere,
are available for use with EloView® software, a secure SaaS platform that allows merchants to simplify and
automate the configuration and deployment of Elo devices, POS applications and software updates across
multiple locations remotely.
Elo PayPoint running Charge Anywhere’s QuickSale POS software will be available to demo live at Money
20/20 in booth 1148, October 22-25, 2017.

About Elo
Elo is a global leader in touchscreen solutions, including POS systems and interactive signage displays from 10
to 70 inches. The inventor of the touchscreen, Elo now has 20+ million retail and hospitality installations in 80+
countries, with products designed in California and built to last, with a three-year standard warranty. The Elo
touchscreen experience has consistently stood for quality, reliability and innovation. Elo intellectual property is
protected by global patent, trademark and design registrations. Learn more about Elo at EloTouch.com, and
follow on Facebook, LinkedIn and Twitter.
About Charge Anywhere
Charge Anywhere is a financial technology solutions company that makes EMV payments simple by enabling
the last mile in the payment processing ecosystem. The Company is a leader in mobile payments with an
award‐winning MPOS/POS platform, technology and services that deliver payment flexibility and security
backed by deep expertise in global implementations. Processors, integrators, developers and enterprises
leverage Charge Anywhere’s white‐label applications to enable MPOS that meet P2PE and payment card
security standards worldwide. For banks, businesses and payment processors with legacy systems that need to
adapt to new requirements or desire the next generation of payment applications, Charge Anywhere’s
technology can enhance their payments capabilities.
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